I accept the awesome responsibility of leadership. The following describe my essential actions as a leader.

- I practice stewardship of the Guiding Principles of Leadership through my time, conversations and personal development.
- I advocate safety and wellness through my actions and words.
- I reflect to lead my team in Achieving Principled Results on Purpose.
- I inspire passion, optimism and purpose.
- My personal communication cultivates fulfilling relationships.
- I foster a team community in which we are committed to each other and to the pursuit of a common goal.
- I exercise responsible freedom, empowering each of us to achieve our potential.
- I proactively engage in the personal growth of individuals on my team.
- I facilitate meaningful group interactions.
- I set, coach to and measure goals that define winning.
- I recognize and celebrate the greatness in others.
- I commit to daily continuous improvement.

When we engage our heads, hearts and hands around these habits, extraordinary levels of trust and fulfillment will result.